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The first one hundred days of work of the new Serbian government, the 
backbone of which is made up of the Serbian Progress Party (SNS), the Socialist 
Party of Serbia (SPS) and the United Regions of Serbia (URS), do not deserve a pass 
mark. Let us assess more closely its work in areas intensively monitored by CEAS: 
security sector, state of human rights, Kosovo, regional cooperation, transitional 
justice and European integration. 

The previously achieved level of democratic procedures and practices is 
jeopardized not only by the Law on National Bank of Serbia, which was at the 
center of attention of the Western international community, but also by the 
manner in which the chief of the Security Information Agency was removed from 
his position and the amendments to the Law on Foundations of Security Agencies. 

An alarming situation in the security sector in Serbia, caused primarily by 
inadmissible staffing decisions and loopholes in democratic oversight over the 
sector to which CEAS has been drawing attention for years, has reached a true 
pinnacle in the affair which we in CEAS refer to as the „counter-Watergate.“

The media-expert discussion about the fact that the Department for Criminal 
Investigations of the Serbian Interior Ministry has unconstitutionally ordered 
surveillance of conversation listings of Deputy Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic 
and President of Serbia Tomislav Nikolic unfortunately focuses more on who does 
what on whose behalf and why does he do it at the particular moment, than 
on the essence of the problem – unconstitutionality of such an act and the lack 
of democratic oversight over the security sector. Both of these causes are well 
aligned with a dangerous tendency towards establishing party control over parts 
of the apparatus, making its professional work increasingly difficult. 

The fact that parts of the Serbian Interior Ministry had acted unconstitutionally, 
unfortunately, was fully marginalized by objects of surveillance themselves, Vucic 
and Nikolic. Unlike them, the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance 
and Personal Data Protection Rodoljub Sabic and Ombudsman Sasa Jankovic 
pointed once again to the essence of the problem. The fourteen measures which 

In a Snake’s Nest

We have fallen into a ‘snake’s nest’ here, among people who use high 
positions in many departments to dominate lives, among people who dared to 
wiretap primarily myself, and then Aleksandar Vučić as well. This will have to 
be investigated fully. You cannot live like this in Serbia”

Tomislav Nikolić, President of Serbia

Jelena Milić
CEAS Director



The first one hundred days of work of the new 
Serbian government, the backbone of which is 
made up of the Serbian Progress Party (SNS), the 
Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS) and the United Regions 
of Serbia (URS), do not deserve a pass mark. Let 
us assess more closely its work in areas intensively 
monitored by CEAS: security sector, state of human 
rights, Kosovo, regional cooperation, transitional 
justice and European integration. 

The previously achieved level of democratic 
procedures and practices is jeopardized not only by 
the Law on National Bank of Serbia, which was at 
the center of attention of the Western international 
community, but also by the manner in which the chief 
of the Security Information Agency was removed 
from his position and the amendments to the Law on 
Foundations of Security Agencies. 

An alarming situation in the security sector in 
Serbia, caused primarily by inadmissible staffing 
decisions and loopholes in democratic oversight 
over the sector to which CEAS has been drawing 
attention for years, has reached a true pinnacle in 
the affair which we in CEAS refer to as the „counter-
Watergate.“

The media-expert discussion about the fact 
that the Department for Criminal Investigations of 
the Serbian Interior Ministry has unconstitutionally 
ordered surveillance of conversation listings of Deputy 
Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic and President of 
Serbia Tomislav Nikolic unfortunately focuses more 
on who does what on whose behalf and why does 
he do it at the particular moment, than on the 
essence of the problem – unconstitutionality of such 
an act and the lack of democratic oversight over the 
security sector. Both of these causes are well aligned 
with a dangerous tendency towards establishing 
party control over parts of the apparatus, making its 
professional work increasingly difficult. 

The fact that parts of the Serbian Interior Ministry 
had acted unconstitutionally, unfortunately, was fully 
marginalized by objects of surveillance themselves, 
Vucic and Nikolic. Unlike them, the Commissioner for 
Information of Public Importance and Personal Data 
Protection Rodoljub Sabic and Ombudsman Sasa 
Jankovic pointed once again to the essence of the 
problem. The fourteen measures which institutions 
headed by these two men have jointly proposed 
in order to improve the situation in the security 
sector ought to obtain united support of all honest 
democratic and pro-European forces in the Serbian 
society. 

The President of all citizens of Serbia Tomislav 
Nikolic gave a public comment on the endemic 
surveillance and eavesdropping in Serbia only 
once the uncontrolled security sector had dared 
to unconstitutionally order surveillance of him and 
Defense Minister and Coordinator of all Security 
Services and Deputy Prime Minister Aleksandar 
Vucic. 

It has recently been revealed and no-one has yet 
denied it, that in Serbia, one way or another, private 
communication of around 400,000 citizens is under 
surveillance, of which „only“ 15,000 legally. The 
number of „only“ 15,000 is questionable as well in the 
light of the recent ruling by the Constitutional Court 
of Serbia concerning unconstitutionality of certain 
provisions of the Law on Foundations of the Military 
Security Agency and the Military Intelligence Agency, 
which envisage that an Agency Director rather 
than a Court is entitled to authorize surveillance 
of citizens’ communication as well as in the light 
of incongruity of the Law on Criminal Procedure 
with Serbian Constitution, which under Article 41 
strictly envisages that only a court can decide about 
aberration from constitutional guarantee of the 
secrecy of communication. 

The Serbian Progress Party proudly stresses the 
„loyalty“ of the newly appointed leadership of BIA, 
the work of which is coordinated by the incumbent 
Defense Minister, confirming the intention of limiting 
its autonomy and establishing full party rather than 
democratic control over its work.

The fact that Prime and Interior Minister Ivica 
Dacic maintains that this scandal has nothing to do 
with him, is defeating. Unfortunately, it is obvious 
that a series of inadmissible events at and around 
the Interior Ministry, which occurred in various 
places from Vranje to Kragujevac to Belgrade, as well 
as internal protests and refusal of a group of Interior 
Ministry members to take certain orders, also have 
„nothing to do“with the line Ministry. 

Even before Serbian „counter-Watergate,“ ample 
evidence existed that the situation in security sector 
in Serbia is worrying both in terms of organization and 
in terms of staffing. The latter is rarely mentioned, but 
if we pay attention to Kosovo-related biographies of 
Army Chief of Staff and chief of the Military Security 
Agency, we can suspect that in the background of 
„counter-Watergate“ affair is an attempt to discredit 
state leadership ahead of its verbally announced 
intention to make a positive step in the dialogue 
with Pristina in a search for a solution that will make 
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the life of citizens easier and accelerate European 
integration of both Serbia and Kosovo. That the 
remaining power of these structures is still large is 
tellingly shown in extraordinary text „The Secret 
Military Courts of Serbia“ by Lakic Djorovic, the 
retired Lieutenant Colonel of the Legal Department 
of the Army of Yugoslavia, published recently in 
E-Papers and carried by CEAS on its web site (http://
www.ceas-serbia.org/root/index.php/sr/home-
sr/93-preuzeto/478-tajni-vojni-sudovi-srbije). It is 
also shown by the fact that as much as eight years 
after unquestionable murders of two Guards Brigade 
soldiers in Topcider and numerous omissions that 
enabled and facilitated them, no one has been held 
accountable either criminally or professionally. 

There are only two possible reasons, both 
connected with the state of affairs in the security 
sector, for the scandalous decision to ban holding the 
Gay Pride Parade within the “Pride Week”. The first 
is that the state of Serbia does not control all parts 
of its security sector and is unable to issue an order 
through its chain of command to protect citizens who 
exercise their constitutionally guaranteed freedom of 
assembly, which makes Serbia, along with everything 
that has been said about the “counter-Watergate” 
affair, a weak state and thus a regional security threat. 
The second is that the current authorities use the 
services of colluding paramilitary formations, which 
are wrongly referred to as extremists, hooligans and 
football fan groups, the organized actions of whom 
we had witnessed in Belgrade in 2010 and in northern 
Kosovo in 2011, in order to realize their political goals 
that they do not dare publicly articulate. The second 
scenario is more probable. The above-mentioned 
services include: this year’s intimidation of citizens 
with violence in case of organizing the Parade in order 
to increase antagonism of Serbian citizens towards 
LGBT population, last year’s beating of participants 
of the Parade and destruction of city property with 
the same end and organizing violence and provoking 
conflict with international forces in northern Kosovo 
in order to effect division of Kosovo.  

The period before the official ban of the Parade 
has confirmed the fears that not only that the 
new authorities in Serbia are not committed to 
strengthening the protection of basic human rights of 
all citizens of Serbia, but also that they do not refrain 
from, deliberately or out of ignorance, wrongly 
interpreting the basic laws and the Constitution of 
the Republic of Serbia in order to promote their own 
policies and values. Fortunately, in Serbia there is no 

special law which explicitly bans insult of someone’s 
religious feelings. At the request of religious 
fundamentalists, similar laws have unfortunately 
been adopted around the world and also in some 
secular democracies for fear of terrorism. The 
organization of Islamic countries aggressively 
demands adoption of such provisions at the level 
of the UN, but for now, the UN only issued certain 
non-binding acts. The Constitution of the Republic of 
Serbia merely contains a provision which suspends 
some freedoms in order to prevent violation of 
„morality of democratic society,“ which is a rather 
problematic phrase, to which recently deceased 
great human rights fighter, Vojin Dimitrijevic, had 
been drawing attention.  

The regional relations have deteriorated with 
coming to power of the new authorities, primarily 
due to a series of statements by President of Serbia 
Tomislav Nikolic, which bring into question valid 
verdicts concerning genocide in Srebrenica, as well 
as his statements about the future of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and those concerning Vukovar. The 
statements by Prime Minister Ivica Dacic, repeated 
several times, that the only just solution for Kosovo 
would be its division, have also not contributed to 
regional security and cooperation. 

The essential purpose of all these actions is for 
Serbia to officially give up on European integration, 
which represents a measure of modernization, 
liberalization and humanization of society, and to 
move it closer to the Russian authoritarian model of 
government in which the Church plays the dominant 
role in determining socially desirable, cultural and 
social models of behavior, operationalized by the 
party-controlled security sector and the judiciary. The 
tactic of provoking the EU itself has been chosen, so 
that the EU should be the one which would formally 
abort the process of integration in order to hide 
from Serbian voters, who still to a significant degree 
support the integration process, the intention to 
abandon the EU path. 

Therefore double skepticism is in order about the 
prospects that the promises of Serbian officials about 
continuation of the dialogue with Pristina would be 
realized. Obviously there is no common position 
among the state leadership about the platform for 
such a dialogue. Even if such a platform should be 
agreed upon, the question remains whether the 
government would be able, without resistance that 
may come from within the Defense Ministry and 
without serious consequences for the stability of the 
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system, to successfully dismantle parallel Interior 
Ministry institutions and other security structures in 
northern Kosovo. 

The Democratic Party as formally the strongest 
opposition group, due to its internal party dynamics, 
has missed a chance to systematically draw public 
attention to all dangers which are posed to the 
European path of Serbia. It is worrying that the 
Democratic Party has not had the strength to 
simultaneously elect a new leadership and act as an 
active opposition. It is good that in all appearance 
this party will not split, but it remains to be seen 
what policy it would really pursue once it is headed 
by a man who became brutally rich and did not 
refrain from having his private companies cooperate 
with the city and the state in the period in which 
he was incumbent mayor of Belgrade and who has 
drawn significant criticism for inhuman treatment of 
Roma in the course of their resettlement, including 
by renowned international organization Amnesty 
International. Neither of these things are European 
values and practices, so the question remains 
whether the leadership of the Democratic Party 
would perceive uncompromising commitment to the 
European path of Serbia as a chance for all or as a 
hindrance to its own interests. 

Recent orchestrated attacks on the work of the 
leadership of the Liberal-Democratic Party (LDP) and 
resignations by a couple of party officials certainly 
have to be connected with the fact that it is precisely 
LDP which has in the previous period profiled itself as 
the only organized opposition force in Serbia, able to 
articulate criticism of decisions of the ruling majority 

and to uncompromisingly advocate European 
integration of Serbia and Serbia’s membership in 
NATO. 

However, it seems that the Western international 
community is not interested in deterioration of basic 
democratic values and principles in Serbia under 
the new government as long as it gets optimistic 
statements about continuation of the dialogue with 
Pristina. Regardless of the fact that even President 
of Serbia Tomislav Nikolic admits the existence of „a 
snake’s nest,“ the Western international community 
in its policies towards Serbia becomes increasingly 
„Kosovo-centric,“ without offering adequate 
instruments to finally strike the „snake’s nest“ 
directly. Therefore it cannot obtain a high mark for 
the first one hundred days of cooperation with the 
new authorities in Serbia.   

The team of CEAS, an atheist-social-liberal think-
tank, hopes that at upcoming elections in the United 
States of America the incumbent President Barak 
Obama would win. In April 2012 he announced the 
formation of a cross-sectoral agency of high profile, 
a Committee for Prevention of Mass Crimes, a key 
component of US foreign policy and state strategy 
for deterrence and response to crimes of cruelty 
and genocide. The international coalition for 
responsibility to protect, of which CEAS  became 
a member in September 2012, welcomes this 
significant initiative for strengthening US capacities 
for prevention of genocide and mass atrocities. With 
such advancements, the US government reaffirms its 
commitment to the norm Responsibility to Protect. 
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CEAS became a full member of International 

Coalition for the Responsibility to Protect 

In September 2012, as the first civil society 
organization from South Eastern Europe, CEAS 
became a full member of International Coalition for 
the Responsibility to Protect (ICRtoP). (http://www.
responsibilitytoprotect.org/index.php/about-rtop). 

ICRtoP is an umbrella organization established 
in 2009 by eight NGOs from all over the world in 
order to jointly act towards strengthening normative 
consensus around the newly emerging doctrine 
of responsibility to protect (RtoP or, in popular 
abbreviation, R2P), towards strengthening capacities 
of the international community to prevent or stop 
crimes of genocide, ethnic cleansing, war crimes and 
crimes against humanity and towards mobilization 
of civil society in actions of saving human lives in 
situations in which the doctrine RtoP is applicable. 
Among the pronounced members of the Coalition 
are organizations such as Human Rights Watch (HRW) 
and International Crisis Group (ICG). 

Responsibility to Protect (RtoP) is a relatively 
new, 21st century concept – a doctrine in the making 
– which emphasizes multiple responsibility of various 
actors to prevent, stop or at least reduce the number 
of acts of genocide, ethnic cleansing, war crimes 
and crimes against humanity as the gravest and 
most massive forms of breaches of human rights. 
According to the RtoP doctrine – formulated by a 
Commission set up by the Canadian government in 
2000/2001 and supported in 2005 by the United 

Nations, advocating its elaboration and enforcement 
– state sovereignty encompasses responsibility of the 
state to protect citizens from aforementioned crimes. 
If a state clearly shows that it cannot or is not willing 
to do so, the duty of the international community is 
to assist it, and if this does not produce results or the 
state does not want to fulfill its obligation to protect 
citizens from gravest violations of human rights, 
the international community has responsibility to 
intervene. RtoP implies prevention of the said gravest 
violations of human rights, various active measures, 
including military measures, in order to prevent and 
act towards reconstruction in order to remove deep 
causes of conflicts which resulted in the said grave 
and mass human rights violations. 

CEAS primarily acts in Serbia and in the region 
of the Western Balkans, which has in the recent 
past witnessed all the aforementioned gravest 
crimes and where human rights and freedoms have 
difficulty emerging in the slow and stop-go process of 
transitional justice as the coveted basic goal and task 
of public policies. The international community or its 
influential members and organizations have in that 
period intervened in our region several times, with 
contradictory consequences. This is why CEAS, as 
an organization which puts individual freedoms and 
advancement of liberal democracy at the forefront, is 
interested in advancement and more consistent and 
wiser enforcement of the doctrine of responsibility 
to protect. As an active member of ICRtoP, we will 
provide an active contribution to make that happen. 
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The Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies –CEAS is an in-
dependent, atheist, socially oriented left liberal think-tank 
organisation, founded in 2007 in Belgrade. With its high 
quality research work CEAS generates precise analysis in the 
field of foreign, security and defence policy of the Republic of 
Serbia. Simultaneously, CEAS publicly promotes innovative, 
applicable recommendations and creates practical policy 
whose aims are:

- Strengthening of the socially oriented, left liberal 
democracy in Serbia*

- Adopting the principle of precedence of individual 
over collective rights, without disregard for the rights which 
individuals can only achieve through collective action

- Development of the of the concept of transitional 
justice and the establishment of mechanisms for its enforce-
ment in the Western Balkans region, exchange of positive 
experiences, emphasising the importance of mechanisms of 
transitional justice for a successful security sector reform in 
post-conflict societies in transition towards democracy

- Acceleration of the processes of Serbian EU inte-
gration and strengthening of its capacities for confronting 
global challenges through collective international action

- Strengthening cooperation with NATO and advo-
cacy for Serbian Atlantic integration

- Strengthening a secular state principle and pro-
moting an atheistic understanding of the world

- Contributing to the erection and preservation of a 
more open, safe, prosperous and cooperative international 
order, founded on the principles of smart globalisation and 
equitable sustainable development and the international 
norm of ‘Responsibility to Protect’

CEAS fulfils the mentioned activities through vari-
ous projects assorted in four permanent programmes:

- Advocacy for Serbian Euro-Atlantic Integration
- Security Sector Reform in Serbia
- Transitional justice
- Liberalism, Globalisation, International Relations 

and Human Rights
CEAS is an active member of the REKOM coalition 

which gathers more than 1,800 civil society organisations, 

individuals from all the countries stemming from the break-
up of former SFRY. Among them are also missing persons’ 
parental and family societies, veterans, news reporters, rep-
resentatives of minority ethnic communities, organisations 
for the protection of human rights, etc. The REKOM coalition 
suggests that governments (or states) establish REKOM, an 
independent, inter-state Regional Commission for the Estab-
lishment of Facts on all the victims of war crimes and other 
heavy human rights violations undertaken on the territory of 
the former SFRY in the period 1991-2001.

During 2012 CEAS became an associate member of 
the international association of expert non-governmental 
organisations (think-tanks) from Europe and Central Asia – 
PASOS, which supports the erection and functioning of an 
open society, especially in relation to issues of political and 
economic transition, democratisation and human rights, 
opening up of the economy and good public governance, 
sustainable development and international cooperation. 
PASOS now has 40 full and 10 associate members, amongst 
which is the prestigious European Council on Foreign Rela-
tions from London-ECFR, and, until now, only the Belgrade 
Centre for Security Policy -BCBP, from the non-governmental 
sector in Serbia. 

During the same year, the Center for Euro-Atlantic 
Studies became the first civil society organisation from the 
region of South-Eastern Europe to join the International 
Coalition for the Responsibility to Protect – ICRtoP  as a full 
member. The coalition brings together non-governmental 
organisations from all over the world to collectively strength-
en normative consensus for the doctrine of Responsibility 
to Protect (RtoP), with the aim of better understanding the 
norm, pushing for strengthened capacities of the interna-
tional community to prevent and halt genocide, war crimes, 
ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and mobilise 
the non-governmental sector to push for action to save lives 
in RtoP country-specific situations. Among the prominent 
members of the Coalition are organisation such as the Hu-
man Rights Watch -HRW and the International Crisis Group 
-ICG.

Editorial board: Jelena Milić (Editor in Chief), Jan Litavski, Tibor Moldvai (Editorial secretary); Biljana Golić 
(Proof-reading), Vanja Savić (Translation), Nebojša Tasić (Layout)

Address: Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies – CEAS: Dr. Dragoslava Popovića 15, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia 
Tel/fax: +381 11 323 9579; office@ceas-serbia.org, www.ceas-serbia.org 

Quarterly THE NEW CENTURY is a part 
of the project “Serbia and EU: what do 
we have in common in the field of se-
curity and defense and how to exploit 
it to the maximum – public advocacy 
of continuation of the security sector 
reform in Serbia through extensive use 
of the resources provided by Serbia`s 
accession process”, supported by the 
Fund for an Open Society - Serbia. 

*Social liberalism claims that society needs to protect free-
doms and equal opportunities for all citizens and encourage mutual 
cooperation between government and market institutions through a 
liberal system. In the process of evolution, it agrees that some limita-
tions placed upon economic affairs are needed, such as anti-monopoly 
laws in the fight against economic monopoly, regulatory bodies or leg-
islation concerning minimum pay. Social liberals believe that govern-
ments can (or must) cater for the comfort, health protection and edu-
cation through revenue gained from taxes, so to enable the best use 
of the populations’ talent. Furthermore, liberal-socialism fights against 
extreme forms of capitalism and communism. It also vows for calmer 
anti-clericalism and religious freedom.
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